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Signing  Lighting  Signals  ITS  Construction and Maintenance

New Jobs
10-22-00: Georgia
Department of
Transportation @ Bartow
County Signal Intersection
10-23-00: South Carolina
Department of
Transportation @
Spartanburg and Cherokee
Counties Signing
10-24-00: City of
Alpharetta, Georgia @
Windward Parkway
Advanced Traffic
Management System

What is Customer Service in a Low Bid Construction Industry?
I recently attended an excellent customer service presentation given by Dennis Snow entitled “Lessons from the
Mouse.” Drawing from his experience working at Disney World, Dennis revealed some secrets to Disney’s success
and his talk was excellent – one of those presentations that was both engaging and valuable. I also had the
pleasure of sharing lunch with Dennis after the presentation and was able to spend some time discussing the major
points of his talk and his career path. I left feeling energized, engaged and ready to explore customer service
issues at Midasco. After the presentation I bought the book, Lessons from the Mouse: A Guide for applying Disney
World’s Secrets of Success to Your Organization, Your Career and Life and read it in a couple of days. Here are
the major Lessons from the Mouse:
1.

Never let the backstage on stage

2.

What time is the 3:00 parade? Is not a stupid question

3.

Little wows add up

4.

Have fun with the job, no matter how miserable you feel

5.

Don’t be a customer service robot

6.

Pay attention to the details – everything speaks

7.

Never, ever say, “that’s not my job” – don’t even think it

8. Everyone has a customer
10-26-00: Delaware
9. Figure out what ticks off your customers – and do something about it
Department of
10. Take responsibility for your own career
Transportation @ Statewide
LED Traffic Signal Head
I think the major lessons from the book are excellent and it is easy to relate to customer service at a magical place
Relamping
like Disney World and easy, too, to envision how these valuable lessons would apply in almost any consumer
business model. However, I had to wonder what customer service looks like in the low-bid-wins public works
10-25-00: City of Rockville, construction industry in which Midasco operates. The general lessons above certainly apply to construction, but I
MD @ Pedestrian Access
also wanted to think about and drill down from general lessons to more specific lessons for Midasco’s industry.
Traffic Signals
After rolling it around for awhile, I came up with ten more specific Keys to Customer Service in Construction:
11-01-00: City of Virginia
Beach, VA. @ Dam Neck &
Galvani Roads Traffic
Signal Intersection
11-02-00: Maryland State
Highway Administration @
Areawide Signing, District 3
11-03-00: Maryland State
Highway Administration @
Areawide Signing District 4
11-04-00: Delaware
Department of
Transportation @ Critical
Cantilever Sign
Structures 2

1.

Provide timely, accurate and complete pricing

2.

Be well financed, insured and bondable

3.

Be proactive and manage the contract

4.

Help the general contractor or owner realize additional value

5.

Supply the required materials and the best possible labor and equipment

6.

Guarantee the performance of vendors and subcontractors

7.

Manage the jobsite

8.

Provide superior quality, every time

9.

Finish ahead of schedule

10. Ask how to do better
I doubt that there is anything revolutionary on my ten item list. In fact, most of
the items seem pretty simple. I have to believe, simple as the list may be, that
there is significant room for improvement at most construction companies.
Further, since customer service is not always front and center in construction,
any company that improves in these areas will stand well above the
competition.

Michael Filipczak
President
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Human Resources: Clear and Concise Communication
Humans are social creatures. We communicate and work together to achieve common goals. Nowhere is this truer, than in the
workplace. To get the job done, we as employees must strive to communicate, whether written or oral, in a clear, concise manner.
Doing this involves effort from both the sender of the message and the receiver. This is a process that can be fraught with error, with
messages often misinterpreted by the recipient. When this isn't detected, it can cause tremendous confusion, wasted effort and more
importantly, missed opportunity. In fact, communication is only successful when both the sender and the receiver understand the
same information as a result of the communication.
“In a recent survey of recruiters from companies with more than 50,000 employees, communication skills were cited as the single
more important decisive factor in choosing managers. The survey, conducted by the University of Pittsburgh's Katz Business School,
points out those communication skills including written and oral presentations, as well as an ability to work with others, are the main
factor contributing to job success.” (Mindtools.com/CommSkll.Jan2011)
In spite of the increasing importance placed on communication skills, many individuals continue to struggle with this, unable to
communicate their thoughts and ideas effectively – whether in verbal or written format. A lot of the times,
never realizing that they have not communicated their message in the manner they intended. This
inability or lack of awareness makes it nearly impossible for them to completely succeed in the workplace.
Getting your message across is paramount. To do this, you must understand what your message is, what
audience you are communicating to, and how it will be perceived. You must also weigh-in the
circumstances surrounding your communications, such as situational and cultural context.
As our company grows, we have to rely on the foundations of these principals in order to achieve our
goals. We utilize several different vehicles in order to achieve this. They include the Newsletter, the IDEA
System, weekly operation calls, New Hire Orientation and Tool Box Talks just to name a few.
Rick Tormo
H.R. Director

Job Postings
MIDASCO is building for tomorrow – We are looking for energetic, self motivated and experienced Traffic Signal Technicians,
Foremen, Electricians, Superintendents and Project Managers. Join the leader in the industry by calling Rick at 410-579-6732 or
email at rtormo@midasco.net EOE.
REMINDER TO ALL CURRENT EMPLOYEES: MIDASCO, LLC also promotes growth from within the organization. For those who
are interested in advancement, please feel free to contact a member of the Human Resources Department for further details.
MIDASCO is constantly seeking those who want to start, continue or advance their career. Please ask a member of the
Human Resources department regarding our Continuing Education Reimbursement Program.

401K
If there are any questions regarding your 401K, or any personal financial matters you may need assistance with, please contact Jay
Michels or Robin Degener with CBIZ for American Funds at (800) 445.7447.
For further information regarding any of the information presented here, please feel free to contact Tenea Clements at 410-579-6703
in the office or email at tclements@midasco.net or Rick Tormo at 410-579-6732 in the office, cell phone 410-365-4605 or email
rtormo@midasco.net.

P
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Idea System
Robert Brown: For the Safety Awards program, it would be better to have more prizes for people in each office location staying
safe all year. Have a separate drawing for each office location and have the prize be something like tools. I think
this would help the moral in each office having at least one winner.
Action Taken:

Idea forwarded to Safety Director Will Brown and HR Director Rick Tormo for consideration. Update as of
1/19/2011: Safety Director Will Brown is stilling considering idea for the safety program.

Terry Carter:

Assistant Project Managers and Project Managers need a “read only” access to what has been paid.

Action Taken:

Idea forwarded to our Controller Shanon Sadaka for consideration and possibly to work out a more streamline
process. For now the Assistant Project Managers and Project Managers can go to PAM, Section III E 6.

Ron Wagoner: Considering the amount of material that comes in and out of the Northern Virginia Office, would it be conceivable in
Midasco’s future expansion plans to acquire either an office warehouse or yard for material? This with adequate
planning could save time and effort.
Action Taken:

Idea forwarded to the Director of Construction, Joe Pagan for consideration. Update as of 2/28/2011: Director of
Construction, Joe Pagan is reviewing the opportunity of additional space for future growth.

Anonymous:

Cigarette smoke is permeating the inside of the NoVA office. The company should implement a smoke free work
place.

Action Taken:

Excerpt from Midasco’s 2011 Employee Handbook page 22: Smoke – Free Workplace: In keeping with Midasco’s
intent to provide a safe and healthful work environment, smoking is prohibited inside of any office building, ware
house, shop or office trailer. Smoking is not permitted inside of any Midasco vehicles or equipment. If the smoke is
coming back inside the office, the Project Managers in the NoVA office will relocate the designated outside
smoking area.

Joe Plez:

Purchase 1-2 4’ X 5’ trailers for tool bags, extra parts and materials when traveling. There is not enough room for
overnight bags and workers in bad weather.

Action Taken:

Idea forwarded to the Director of Construction, Joe Pagan and the Fleet Manager, Mark Malamphy for
consideration. Updateas of 2/15/2011: The Management team in Hampton, VA is working on a solution for the out of
town employees with getting their personal belongings to the hotels during bad
weather.

Carden Snider
Human Resources Associate

P
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Employee Spotlight: Jason Herring
This quarters Employee Spotlight features Jason Herring. Jason is a Technical Manager who began his employment with Midasco on
April 8, 2002.
Jason was originally hired in 2002 as a Laborer. When Jason began his employment, he held such certifications as a Certified
Professional Data Cabling / Fiber Optics Installer (Cat 5) and ACI Concrete Field Testing Tech-Grade I, as well as being an Electrical
Apprentice. Throughout his tenure here at Midasco, Jason has taken advantage of many training opportunities offered to him that
have been able to advance his career. Completing his State Highway Administration (SHA) Temporary Traffic Control Managers
Training Course, Adult CPR / AED, Lock-Out and Tag-Out Certification, enabled Jason to advance to a Crew Leader.
Several years after he began his career at Midasco, his hard work and leadership experience gave him the opportunity to run his own
crew as a Foreman. According to Jason he “enjoys every aspect of the installation and maintenance of traffic systems.” Jason also
says he “Loves the FREE training Midasco offers.” He continues to enhance these skills through the training opportunities offered to
him and in the past two years he has added the following certifications under his belt: Confined Space, Rigging, Crane Hand Signals
and HazCom.
Given all the experience, talent and dedication that Jason possesses, it not surprising that he was
again promoted in 2008 to the position of Technical Manager!
Jason’s ability and skills have allowed him to grow in his trade just as Midasco has grown in size.
He is a very flexible employee, as evidenced by his willingness to work on different crews and
sometimes in different states. Jason is one of those employees who are willing to work where his
skills can best be utilized.
“I think I have a long future here and I love every minute of it. What started as a job has quickly
become a long career.”
Jason Herring
Technical Manager

New Employees
Scott Desrosiers—Master Electrician

Robert Bauman—Foreman

Ryan Grayson—Foreman

Gary Simmons, II—Foreman

Bill Foraker, Jr.—Master Electrician

James Singleton—Foreman

Michael Travers—Master Electrician

Cesar Perez—Operator

Paul Uyeda—Operator

Trevor Willie—Operator

Robert Bussey—Laborer

Lucas Buttner—Laborer

Axel Carranza Estrada—Laborer

Kevin Chambers, Jr.—Laborer

Timothy Collins—Laborer

Josue Esquival—Laborer

Steven Flanigan—Laborer

Peter Foraker—Laborer

Sidney Garbutt—Laborer

Silver Hernandez—Laborer

Otto Lopez-Orantes—Laborer

Keith Lovett—Laborer

Derek Lynch—Laborer

Milton Melgar—Laborer

Phillip Moore—Laborer

Bill Preston—Laborer

Billy Preston—Laborer

Ronald Robinson—Laborer

Rick Walton, III—Laborer

Elvis Zavala Aviles—Laborer

Ken Hunter—Assist. Project Manager

Jon Kennedy—Asst. Project Manager

Mark Knetzer—Project Manager

Craig Steigerwalt—Assist. to the President

Ronald Wagoner—Assist. Project Manager

Dane Filipczak—Assist. Estimating

Stone Filipczak—Assist. Estimating

Courtnie Gray—Office Manager

Daniel Norman—Office Manager

Pam Waltos-Office Manager
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Fleet for Thought: Fuel Saving Tips
Whether you drive a two-seat hybrid, a pickup truck or a three-ton SUV, chances are you can squeeze a bit more distance
out of each gallon of fuel -- and at today's gas prices, an improvement of just one or two miles per gallon (MPG) can really
add up. Most of these tips will give you a very slight increase in MPG -- but use several together and the gas mileage
improvements will really add up.
Slow down
One of the best ways to save gas is to simply reduce your speed. As speed increases, fuel economy decreases
exponentially. If you one of the "ten-over on the freeway" set, try driving the speed limit for a few days. You'll save a lot of
fuel and your journey won't take much longer.
Check your tire pressure
Under-inflated tires are one of the most commonly ignored causes of poor MPG. Tires lose air due to time (about 1 psi per
month) and temperature (1 psi for every 10 degree drop); under-inflated tires have more rolling resistance, which means
you need to burn more gas to keep your car moving. Buy a reliable tire gauge and check your tires at least once a month.
Be sure to check them when they are cold, since driving the car warms up the tires along with the air inside them, which
increases pressure and gives a falsely high reading. Use the inflation pressures shown in the owner's manual or on the
data plate in the driver's door jamb.
Check your air filter
A dirty air filter restricts the flow of air into the engine, which harms performance and economy. Air filters are easy to check
and change; remove the filter and hold it up to the sun. If you can't see light coming through it, you need a new one.
Consider a K & N or similar "permanent" filter which is cleaned rather than changed; they are much less restrictive than
throw-away paper filters, plus they're better for the environment.
Accelerate with care
NHRA qualifying type starts are an obvious fuel-waster -- but that doesn't mean you should crawl away from every light. If
you drive an automatic, accelerate moderately so the transmission can shift up into the higher gears. Stick-shifters should
shift early to keep the revs down, but don't lug the engine -- downshift if you need to accelerate. Keep an eye well down
the road for potential slowdowns. If you accelerate to speed then have to brake right away, that's wasted fuel.
Stay with stock parts
New wheels and tires may look cool, and they can certainly improve handling. But if they are wider than the stock tires,
chances are they'll create more rolling resistance and decrease fuel economy. If you upgrade your wheels and tires, keep
the old ones. For long road trips, the stock wheels give a smoother ride and better economy.
Clean out your car
If you're the type who takes a leisurely attitude towards car cleanliness periodically go
through your car and see what can be tossed out or brought into the house. It doesn't take
much to acquire an extra 40 or 50 lbs. of stuff, and the more weight your car has to lug
around, the more fuel it burns.

Mark Malamphy
Fleet Manager
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Elkridge, MD Team Focused on Maryland Transportation Authority Projects
We are happy to report, we have confirmation from the groundhog, and there are only six more weeks until spring. Spring is the time of year when
most construction companies return to work. However, here at Midasco, we are working. Presently, our team is busy with several projects that
pushing through the winter.
Midasco Job No.: 09-07-00— M. Luis Construction Company@ Rehabilitation of Orleans Street
The Orleans Streetscape Project in Baltimore City is nearing completion. In December and January, we installed many of the streetlights,
temporary poles and a completed upgrade to the signal at Caroline Street. In February we will complete the inner-connect cable, which will link the
communication between all of the signalized intersections. In addition, we will remove the remaining existing street light poles.
The General Contractor, M. Luis Construction Company, expects to pave Orleans Street in May 2011. The installation of the paving and striping
will complete this project for the people of Baltimore City.
This project is part of the Federal Stimulus Package designed to promote work and enhance the community. This streetscape project coincides
with the new front entrance to Johns Hopkins Hospital. When both projects are completed the result will be a nice facelift to an older and
established community. As a footnote, I believe the “Victorian Style Pedestrian Street Lights” we installed add a touch of class to the entire project.
Thanks to all the crews from the Elkridge Office for helping on this project.
Midasco Job No.: 10-09-00—HIGH MAST LIGHTING
The “High Mast Lighting Project,” located along I-95 at I-895 and continuing through the interchange at I-95 and I-395, started its first day of
construction on January 10, 2011. Crews began by removing the existing (old) poles. Globenet (subcontractor) has started the underground
conduit for the new lights. By mid-February, we will start refurbishing the existing pole base foundations; however, before any crews started work
in the field, much preparation had to be completed.
The crews had to be re-trained in safety and field operations. The crews were trained on confined space access, anchor bolt replacement, HILTI
GUN use. The MTA also instructed us on the proper procedures for working above the railroad. The training also included the hazards of working
on (I-95) interstate. Visual safety lines had to be installed on top of the low parapet wall to remind the crews of the fall danger while working around
a low retaining (parapet) wall. Numerous man-hours were spent on training in preparation for this particular project. SAFETY IS PRIORITY ONE
AT MIDASCO, LLC.
When this project is complete in the fall of 2011, we would have replaced more than 123 low mast lights, 14 high mast lights, 80 under bridge
viaduct lights, 15 miles of wire and all the concrete and other miscellaneous items associated with such a large project.
Midasco Job No.: 09-13-00—FT. MCHENRY TUNNEL
Midasco Job No.: 10-12-00—BALTIMOREHABOR TUNNEL
Two projects to start in the spring are the Ft. McHenry Tunnel and the Baltimore Harbor Tunnel.
The Ft. McHenry Tunnel will be receiving all new “Lane Control Signal” inside and outside the tunnel. On January 20, 2011, inspectors from the
MdTA and Midasco’s assigned Project Manager, Michael Klohr, attended a “Factory Acceptance Testing” of the new “Lane Control Signals.” The
prototype signs performed perfectly. Manufacturing will begin in February and installation in March.
The Baltimore Harbor Tunnel will be receiving a new “Over Height Detection System.” This
system will detect vehicles that do not meet the height requirements and provide MdTA with
real-time data to avoid any complications. Though this project seems small in dollar value, it is an
extremely valuable tool for the MdTA. The project is very technical to design, fabricate, and to
install. We expect to install the system by
mid-March.

Midasco Job No. 09-19-00: Maryland
Transportation Authority @ Navigational Aids at
Various Facilities: Foremen, Michael Lambert
and Gary Simmons along with crew members
Kyle Wratten and Axle Estrada removing old
navigational lights and wiring at the Key Bridge
in Baltimore City, MD.

Crews receiving instruction on core
drilling to replace anchor bolts.

From left to right: Tech Manager, Will
Cordrey, Assistant Project Manager, Jon
Kennedy, Project Manager, Mike Klohr, and
Office Manager, Heather Hartman.
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Top Bonus Earner for 4th Quarter of 2010
Richard and Servellio started the Hot Lanes Project from its first day of construction on July 1,
2010. High expectations and goals were set on this project for all. Both were committed to learn
this type of work, which neither had experienced before, and then to excel in the expected
production units per day. There have been a number of challenges on this project and both have
stepped up to overcome the obstacles. Not only did they excel in production and reduce labor
hours, but most important, they performed their work with minimal punch list items. Proof of their
hard work and dedication is that they are the top bonus earners for the 4th quarter.
Top Bonus Earners from left to right:
Foremen, Servellio Echeverria, and
Richard Henderson.

Health News: Take a Walk
Feeling over weight, stressed out or lethargic? Get up and take a walk.
Exercise is the last thing we include in our day to day routine. There never seems to be enough time to fit exercise into our busy
schedules of work, kids, household chores and the list goes on and on.
The truth is, exercise is a key component in living a healthy lifestyle. It is easy to change your eating habits by eating healthier food,
but what do we do for exercise? Not everyone is able to run 2 miles, work out with weights or pick up an intense work out routine
right away.
Here are some suggestions to incorporate a walk into your day:
 Walk during your lunch break.
 Participate in walk-a-thons for your favorite charities.
 Get up an hour early and take a walk before you get ready for work.
 Buy a treadmill and walk while you are watching TV. You can find great deals on Craig’s List or EBay.
 Pick a walking route around your neighborhood. If you get bored change up your route periodically.
 When you are out and about doing errands, park as far away from the front door of the store so you have further to walk.
 Always take the stairs.
 Take your kids to the Zoo or Aquarium. There is lots of walking involved with these activities.
 Instead of taking a smoke break; take a walk break.
 Meet with some friends at your local Mall and power walk as a team.
 Go to your local park with family or friends for a walk.
 Go to the gym and walk on the treadmill.

There are so many ways to incorporate walking into your life. Walk alone with someone or in a group.
Everyone is able to participate and stay fit by walking.
Carden Snider
Human Resources Associate
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Baltimore, MD Team Focused on Maryland Transportation Authority Projects
MIDASCO, LLC Baltimore Office with project manager Jim Blazek and superintendent Joe Fowler with assistant superintendents Joe
Rogers and Erik Anthony heading up field operations. With Assistant PM Dennis Spicer and Administrative Assistant Val Jackson
maintaining the office operations. Currently the Baltimore Office is working on three projects for the Maryland Transportation
Authority along I-95.
We are the general contractor on the MdTA Contract No. FT710-000-002R, to upgrade and replace existing signing with bridge
modifications and is located on Interstate 95 from the Fort McHenry Tunnel north for four miles. The Project involves the removal of
26 existing cantilever sign structures and 18 existing overhead sign structures and the installation of 23 new cantilever sign
structures and signs and 18 new overhead sign structures and signs. To complete requires the demolition of existing bridge decks
and parapets at 23 locations and replacement with new bridge decks and parapets, along with the construction of 1000 cu. yd.s of
sign foundations. The project is currently projected to finish in the fall of 2011.
We are a subcontractor to P. Flanigan & Sons, Inc. on the MdTA Contract No. FT749-000-006R, which is the rehabilitation of I-95
south of the Fort McHenry Tunnel. The Project involves the removal of 9 existing cantilever sign structures and 15 existing overhead
sign structures and the installation of 14 new cantilever sign structures and signs and 9 new overhead sign structures and signs. In
addition we will perform high mast light pole inspections and repairs to make the existing street lighting system fully operational. The
project is scheduled to be complete this winter.
We are the general contractor on the MdTA Contract No. MA 679-000-002 to upgrade and replace the existing signing along I-95 from
Route 43 to the Delaware state line.
The project consists of 16 new overhead sign structures, 15 of which get new Dynamic Message Signs, 9 new cantilever sign
structures, 45 modifications to existing overhead and cantilever sign structures, and the removal of 20 overhead and cantilever sign
structures. The notice to proceed is March 14, 2011 and is scheduled to be complete by the fall of 2012.

Joe Fowler
Superintendent
Back row from left to right: Foreman Greg Landerman,
Foreman Ronnie Upchurch, Foreman Steve Ford, Assistant
Project Manager Dennis Spicer, Assistant Superintendent
Erik Anthony, Assistant Superintendent Joe Rogers. Front
row from left to right: Office Manager Val Jackson, Project
Manager Jim Blazek, and Superintendent Joe “Joby” Fowler.

Jim Blazek
Project Manager
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Elkridge, MD Team Focused on Task Order Projects
With the continued efforts toward company growth and efficiency, Midasco has put in place a team dedicated solely to task order projects. The
majority of this work includes highway signing, lighting and electrical projects to be done in varying districts throughout Maryland. In order to
successfully complete and maximize profits on these projects, we must emphasize efficiency from our foreman/crews and detailed scheduling and
planning from the operations management team. Some of the projects that are currently underway include:
Midasco Job No.: 08-06-03 - MDSHA Signal Systemization Upgrade District 3, 4, and 5
We have recently received a Notice to Proceed on a Harford County LED’s Signal Upgrade. This is the third work order for this project and it has
an estimated value of $1,000,000. The main focus of the project is to provide Maryland State Highway Administration with brand new LED’s at
100+ intersections within the Harford County area. This work order is to be completed by June of 2011 with the expiration of the contract.
Midasco Job No.: 09-06-00—MDSHA Install/Reconstruct of Traffic Signals Areawide in Districts 3,4 and 5
Midasco has completed 4 of 4 work orders on this project. All of these projects have been in the St. Mary’s and Calvert County areas.
The majority of the work has been traffic signal upgrades, including 2 fully replaced intersections and 2 LED swap outs. We anticipate more work
being issued for this project in late February/March.
Midasco Job No.: 09-18-00 - Baltimore City Installation of Citywide Vehicle Detection
Midasco has been actively working on the installation of vehicle detection sensors in Baltimore City. The main goal of this project has been to
provide Baltimore City with the newest technology in vehicle detection and improve the traffic management system within the city. Thus far, we
have installed in excess of 600 sensors at 80 different intersections. Midasco has been working with Plexus Com Group on this project and is
anxiously awaiting the next work order to be issued.
Midasco Job No.: 10-14-00 - Federal Highway Administration/Metro Paving- Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway
Midasco is this project through General Contractor Metro Paving. This project is located in center city Washington DC and includes the removal
and installation of 81 light poles. Currently Midasco is coordinating with GC Metro Paving, to schedule a completion of foundation work for the
proposed light poles. We anticipate that this project will be in full swing come spring 2011.
Midasco Job No.: 10-19-00: City of Rockville- Installation of Accessible Pedestrian Signals at Various Locations
We have recently begun work on the installation of pedestrian signals at various locations in the city of Rockville. This project involves replacing
the existing pedestrian traffic signal system at 11 different intersections in the city of Rockville. This project has a 180 day contract time and we
anticipate completion by May 2011.
Recently Awarded Projects:
There are several projects that Midasco has been low bidder on that have not yet been contractually executed. These projects have a total value
of 5.5 million dollars and are a major contribution to our 55 million dollar year.
Midasco Job No.: 10-16-00 - MdTA Route 50 DMS Replacement
Midasco Job No.: 11-02-00 - MdSHA Areawide Signing District 3
Midasco Job No.: 11-05-00 - MdSHA Areawide Signing District 6 & 7

Tony Gilberto
Project Manager

Back row left to right: Laborer ,Sidney Garbutt,
Labor ,Marcus Reeves, Foreman, Ryan
Grayson, Operator, Otto Lopez, Laborer,
Rodrigo Valenzuela, Laborer ,Wilam Carbalo.

From left to right: Office Manger, Dan
Norman, Project Manager, Tony
Gilberto, Assistant Project Manager,
Josh Platt.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 09-10-00, Maryland Transportation
Authority @ Signing North of Fort McHenry
Tunnel: Subcontractor RN’G setting a new
cantilever sign structure.

Job No.: 09-07-00, M. Luis @ Rehabilitation of
Orleans Street in Baltimore City, Maryland: ,
Foremen, Rick Walton, Mike Lambert and Gary
Simmons along with crew members Hank
Barber, Billy Burton IV, and Kyle Wratton, pulling
signal and interconnect cable.

Job No.: 10-07-00, American Infrastructure @
Richmond Airport Connector Road: Randal
Scott operating a boom truck.

Job No.: 05-19-06, E.V. Williams @ NIT
Backlands Reconstruction Area 9: Foreman
Paul Elliott setting highmast luminares.

Job No.: 10-07-00, American Infrastructure @
Richmond Airport Connector Road: Foreman
Kenny Page along with Randal Scott building
a sign panel.

Job No.: 10-07-00, American Infrastructure @
Richmond Airport Connector Road: Bob
Bussey mounting conduit to a wood pole.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 10-07-00, American Infrastructure @
Richmond Airport Connector Road: Foreman Paul
Elliott building electrical service.

Job No.: 07-14-00: A Joint Venture of Shirley
Contracting Company, Facchina Construction
Company, Clark Construction and Trumbull
Corporation @ ICC, Contract C: Foremen Chris
Robertson, Ed Heck and crew installing BGE
electric service #3.

Job No.: 07-07-00, Virginia Department of
Transportation Eastern Regional Traffic
Signal Maintenance: Fred Killian pulling wire
for traffic signal.

Job No.: 07-14-00: A Joint Venture of Shirley
Contracting Company, Facchina Construction
Company, Clark Construction and Trumbull
Corporation @ ICC, Contract C: Foremen Elmer
Sandoval, Silvestre Gudiel, and crew pouring
CCTV pole foundations.

Job No.: 06-15-00, American Bridge @ Black
Narrows: Foreman Stan Bartholomew building
an electrical service.

Job No.: 10-07-00, American Infrastructure
@ Richmond 895 Airport Connector Road:
Foreman Paul Elliott, Robert Bussey, Cesar
Perez, pouring a gantry pad foundation
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495 HOT
Lanes: Foreman Richard Henderson and crew digging
out a shaft for foundation concrete placement.

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495
HOT Lanes: Crew preassembling a sign lighting
retrieval system on an overhead sign structure.

Job No.: 10-07-00, American Infrastructure @
Richmond 895 Airport Connector Road: Jose
Villalba, Brian Joyner and Randal Scott installing a
ground mount sign.

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @ I-495
HOT Lanes: Crews placing our first over
head sign structure truss on the project.

Job No.: 10-07-00, American Infrastructure @
Richmond 895 Airport Connector Road: Jose Villalba
and Joe Sandoval splicing wire.

Job No.: 10-09-00, MdTA @ Lighting I-95/I-395 and
I-895 Interchanges: Foremen Rick Walton, Mike
Lambert and Kyle Wratton along with Hank Barber
removing poles I-95 and I-395.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @
I-495 HOT Lanes: Foreman Denis Zelaya's
crew setting a butterfly sign structure.

Job No.: 07-07-00, Virginia Department of
Transportation Eastern Regional Traffic
Signal Maintenance: Fred Killian and Billy
Page sealing a loop installed in the asphalt.

Job No.: 10-21-00, Virginia Department of
Transportation @ High Rise Bridge DMS
Replacement: Foreman, Stan Bartholomew, and
crew members Billy Page and Fred Killian
trenching and installing conduit.

Job No.: 07-07-00, Virginia Department of
Transportation Eastern Regional Traffic
Signal Maintenance: Billy Page installing
vehicle detection camera brackets.

Job No.: 07-07-00, Virginia Department of
Transportation Eastern Regional Traffic
Signal Maintenance: Foreman Stan
Bartholomew splicing a loop cable.

Job No.: 06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC @
I-495 HOT Lanes: Foreman Servellio
Echeverria and crew pouring a drilled shaft
foundation behind a retaining wall.
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Jobs in Progress

Job No.: 07-14-00, A Joint Venture of Shirley
Contracting Company, Facchina Construction
Company, Clark Construction and Trumbull Corporation
@ ICC, Contract C: Assistant Superintendent Jim Lawson along with Foreman Servellio Echeverria and crew
installing a sleeve for a high mast pole foundation with
a vibratory hammer.

Job No.: 07-14-00, A Joint Venture of Shirley
Contracting Company, Facchina Construction
Company, Clark Construction and Trumbull
Corporation @ ICC, Contract C: Foreman Silvestre
Gudiel setting high mast poles with Midasco’s new
50 ton Link Belt truck crane.

Job No.: 10-10-00, The Lane Construction
Company @ I-66 Third Lane Widening:
Foreman, Jeff Landerman and crew setting up
equipment to enter manhole.

Job No.: 07-14-00, A Joint Venture of Shirley
Contracting Company, Facchina Construction
Company, Clark Construction and Trumbull
Corporation @ ICC, Contract C: Foreman, Chris
Robertson and Justin Coffee wiring up Pepco
electrical service #2.

Job No.: 07-14-00, A Joint Venture of Shirley
Contracting Company, Facchina Construction
Company, Clark Construction and Trumbull
Corporation @ ICC, Contract C: Foreman Silvestre
Gudiel setting high mast poles.

Job No.: 09-10-00, Maryland Transportation
Authority @ Signing North of Fort McHenry Tunnel:
Forman, Steve Ford and his crew Brian Fuller and
Alberto Sandoval installing the electrical for a
cantilever sign structure on Pulaski Highway in
Baltimore City.
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Safety: “It will never happen to me”
Human nature can be our own worst enemy at times. After watching the news or reading the newspaper about someone’s misfortune
most people think that something like that will never happen to them.
Fatalities continue to plague the construction industry. In 2009 there were a total of 607 construction fatalities in the United States.
That’s and average of 1.67 deaths a day and yet constructions workers and construction supervisors continue to suffer from
complacency when it come to safety.
Safety is a state of mind, as well as a practice – being alert, being focused, being aware of potential risks on the jobsite will prevent
injuries. A safe workplace with zero incidents of serious injury or damage to person or property can become a double-edged
sword. The longer the workplace is incident free, the greater the danger of complacency setting into the minds of the workforce. In
an industry where the potential risk is high, this is the time when the collective consciousness of the workforce about safety needs to
be constantly raised.
The potential risk is usually determined by assessing three factors:
• The frequency of exposure to a potentially dangerous event or situation
• The likelihood of harm or damage
• The severity of the harm or damage
A fourth factor needs to be considered: Attitudes.
Attitudes that can lead to death or serious injuries and destroy lives or cost millions in damaged property and equipment include:
• It will never happen to me
• I don’t like the way I look wearing these safety glasses
• These safety glasses are uncomfortable
• My co-workers will think I’m weak if I follow the safety procedures
• Taking risks lets others know how tough I am
• Nothing will go wrong because nothing ever goes wrong
• Doing this the safe way takes too much time/too much effort/is too uncomfortable
• Management says safety is the number one priority, but I know when push comes to shove, production is more important than
safety.
• No one’s going to know if I take a few shortcuts – everybody takes shortcuts, it is expected.
• I didn’t make this mess – why should I clean it up?
• The boss doesn’t want me bugging him all the time over a bit of wear and tear.
• If I complain to the boss about this unsafe situation, nothing will happen so why bother?
• If it costs money, they won’t fix it, so why report it?
• The boss doesn’t follow the proper safety procedures so why should I?
• They only make a fuss when someone gets seriously hurt.
• Making money is the name of the game here.
• The only reason that they push safety around here is because they don’t want to be prosecuted.
• Wearing the proper protective equipment slows me down and then you are really in trouble.
• It’s no big deal. Someone else will fix it.
• That’s not my responsibility. That’s what the safety officer is for.
• I’m not paid to maintain that equipment.
• I haven’t got the time to fix all the little things. There’s not much wrong that people will get hurt.
How prevalent are these attitudes in the minds of Midasco employees? How much complacency
has set in with Midasco’s workforce?

Will Brown
Safety Director

MIDASCO

LLC

7121 Dorsey Run Road
Elkridge, MD 21075-6884
Phone 410-579-6700
Fax 410-579-6795
Signing · Lighting · Signals · ITS
Construction and Maintenance

What did these guys do that
was so special? To find out go
to page 7.

Midasco Job No.: 06-16-00:
Fluor/Lane @ Hot Lanes Signage
Midasco Forman Dennis Zelaya
and crew building sign structures
preparing for installation.

